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Interinstitutional political game "Elections- 96 in the republic of Kazakstan" was 
conducted in the Kazakstan State .!uridicallnstitute in theframe of "Days of political 
science". Students of the first and the second grade of Kazakstan .!uridicallnstitute, 
Kazakstan Academy of Management, and the Institute (~lMarket of the Academy of 
Management were participating in the game. 

It was the first experience of joint work of the Lecturers from different institutes on 
organizing and conducting such events. There had already been conducted a 
scientific conference "Policy. Political Science: ·Student." The Informative
Analytical Center "Etat" and Discussion Students Club "Elite", whose guests were the 
deputies to Majilis of Republic of Kazakstan, were functioning during this period of 
time. 

Within the political game which concluded conducting, "Days of Political Science", 
they were acting out a model of conducting an Election Campaign for Parliamentary 
Elections and four political parties which had been established by the students, were 
nominating their candidates. From their points of view, these parties could obtain 
real success in the competition for power in the country. There are no such parties in 
Kazakstan yet, but, in prospect, their establishment is possible. 

In the Election of the "President" and Government were participating: "Republican 
Party of Youth" (State Juridical Institute), "Youth Party of Kazakstan" (Academy of 
Management), "the Party of economic freedom" (Institute of Market), and Republican 
Party "Salamat" ( Academy of Management). Qualified Judges, headed by Vice -
Premier Nagashbai Shaikenov, assessed the "Election Campaign". The game 
consisted of the five following stages: teams' representation, party's representation, a 
competition on political advertising, a competition of political leaders, interparties 
competition of questions- answers. 

Starting with the first tour, the party "Salamat" shot ahead into the lead, having left 
the other candidates far away from victory. Successful jokes, natural behavior on the 
stage, and vocal abilities of the participants were highly appreciated by the audience 
(including those who supported the other teams), and the judges. 

In many spheres of activity, the other team of the Academy of Management, Youth 
Party of Kazakstan, was a "mirror reflection" of the leading team. But, frankly 
speaking, this party undermined its authority using such populist statements as: 
"creation of our own nuclear forces", "conducting rude policy concerning China", and 
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having made a symbolic mistake, answering the qucstion concerning interinstitutional 
relations that" tribalizm will go to the future soon", 

The Republican Party of Youth, represented by lawyers, rcmembered well organized 
komsomol events in the years of "developed stagnation", reciting a lot of slogans and 
demonstrating stoic behavior of "steady, tin soldier", Frankly speaking, at the end of 
the competition the Republican Party of Youth succeeded in answering tricky 
questions and "SalamaI' was not able to answer them, 

On the background of the other teams the Party of Economic Freedom (Institute of 
Market) looked inexpressive, The future economists have demonstrated a lack of 
musical ear. They constantly forgot the prepared text, and were confusing the 
explanation of their program. 

So, the results were clear: the first was "Salamat", the second were Republican Party 
(maybe in order not to offend the masters), the third were the members of the Youth 
Party of Kazakstan (Academy of Management), and in the end of the list there was 
the Party of Economic Freedom of Kazakstan. It is significant that, congratulating the 
winners, Nagashbai Shakenov predicted a great success for "Salamat" (under the 
condition that it will be established as a real party of Kazakstan). 
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